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“As for these things that you see, the days will come when not one stone will be left upon another; all will be 

thrown down” (Luke 21.6) 

When the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris caught fire earlier this year, many of us watched the footage in 

horror. It seemed emblematic to me of the great cultural losses we are witnessing, and the trials faced by 

Christianity at this moment in history. It was the obverse of the sight of St Paul’s in London during the war, 

somehow surviving the Blitz, standing as a sign of strength and encouragement while all around it burned. At 

the same time, I felt heartened by seeing the feelings roused in people of all generations as they kept vigil in 

the street and bore witness to the awful event - expressing their grief, their love, and their faith.  

It was challenging, however, to be sharing that news with people who were not so moved at all. Where I saw 

something of sublime beauty, they saw extravagant waste. Where I saw young people bearing their souls in 

prayer, they saw people on their knees ‘idolising a building.’ Cathedrals, they said, were built with the blood 

of common people and were symbols of all that is corrupt in Christianity. Now we all know church history is 

not squeaky clean – it is many ways an appalling and violent history, but history is nothing if not complex 

and this dismissal of cathedrals is simplistic and not altogether accurate. Over the hundreds of years it took to 

build a cathedral, thousands of labourers gained their livelihood, and members of craft guilds practiced their 

skills - stonemasons, stained glass makers and weavers and embroiderers. Over the centuries they have come 

to hold and honour many things in our common life such as achievements in civil rights, they nurture art and 

music, and hold the memory of loss and war. But there is enough of a grain of truth in the critical view to 

make one stop and think about the enormous emphasis our tradition places on places of worship. Such 

buildings do now cost a fortune to maintain, and in many it is hard to find spiritual sanctuary when you 

queue and pay to enter and are surrounded by tourists. Notre Dame is probably such a place outside of 

formal service times, but nevertheless, as many bystanders expressed, she still embodies for them the 

spiritual heart of the city. And on the other-hand many cathedrals, like our own St George’s, are still places 

of quiet (and free) welcome and are a driving force behind many social programs and are beacons of hope – 

rallying places to find inspiration and fellowship. St Paul’s in Melbourne seems such a place – with its huge 

Let’s Fully Welcome Refugees banner impossible to miss as you exit the always busy Flinders Street Station. 

So, imagine a church or cathedral that is special to you – I can think of several that have moved Graham and 

I to tears – or look about this humble yet lovely little church - and then imagine what we would feel if a 

revered leader - one we had heard teach in this very place, and who had tended the sacred space – turned to 

us and said ‘This will all, inevitably, be turned to rubble or ash.’ So we can begin to imagine the impact of 

Jesus’ words on the disciples as they stood amid the magnificence of The Second Temple in Jerusalem which 

was one of the most impressive structures in the world – twice as large as the Roman forum, four times the 

size of the Acropolis in Athens, and built of stones 40 feet (over 12 metres) long. It was said that Herod used 

so much gold on the walls that viewers risked being blinded in bright sunlight. 

All you see, says Jesus will be thrown down. Not one of those massive stones will be left on top of another. 

Thrown down yet again – for the history of the two great temples that have stood in Jerusalem is a long one 

and punctuated by numerous attacks, ransackings, exiles, desecrations, and re-buildings. The First Temple 

stood from c.1,000 to 516 BCE when the people of Judah were exiled in Babylon, and the Second built by 

returned exiles c. 516 BCE then overhauled by King Herod some 500 years later. Herod’s Temple was begun 

c. 20 BCE and was destroyed by the Romans some 90 years later in 70 CE (AD).  

All this is not just the history of stones and mortar, but just like our stories of cathedrals and parish churches, 

is the history of a people and a faith – a history that is multi-faceted –  a history filled with grace, hope, 

aspiration and good purpose -  but not always heroic, sometimes corrupt, sometimes superstitious, sometimes 

self-destructive, and sometimes abusive. Our buildings can be truly sacred places that nourish the soul, but 

they can also be confining and come to represent all that is stuck and overbearing. Jesus has an equally 

complex attitude to The Temple – where his parents had brought him a small boy – where ancient Simeon 

and the prophet Anna recognise him as God’s chosen one– where he amazed all with his ability to open the 

scriptures even as a child – where he drives away money-lenders, defending it as a place of prayer - and 

where he now teaches each day. But alongside this, he takes to the open air and to the water to deliver the 



most wonderful sermons, he condemns the Temple elite and exposes the great failing of the people to live 

God’s promise. As well as the Temple, Jesus goes on to foretell the capture and destruction of Jerusalem 

itself.  

He is not, I believe, predicting, as fundamentalists preach, the destruction of The Temple by the Romans in 

70 years’ time (though the writing was probably on the wall), or an apocalyptic end to all things, but is 

speaking of great spiritual movements – within a culture and within each individual. So, he does not to give 

the disciples a date when they ask for one, but instead warns them not to heed false teachers who say “the 

time is near – the end is nigh” and tells them to not be terrified when they hear of wars and insurrections as 

even though these things must take place the end will not immediately follow. He uses a string of traditional 

apocalyptic doomsday images drawn from the scriptures - earthquakes, plagues, signs and portents (c.f. 

Isaiah 19:2; Ezekial 38, Micah 3:9-12; Daniel 9:26-29) – to signal the upheavals that will come in the wake 

of a great re-ordering.   

But, he says, before any such apocalypse will come the trials and tribulations of his followers in the present 

time. It is not certain whether Luke wrote his gospel before or after the destruction of the temple, but we do 

know that Luke and his hearers were familiar with the types of persecutions and betrayals that Jesus refers to. 

This prophecy is not of the Nostradamus type – purporting to see history in a crystal ball - but speaks of the 

fall-out, the world altering consequences of walking the Jesus way. It follows through the prophecy given by 

Simeon to Jesus’ parents”   

… Simeon blessed them and said to his mother Mary, “This child is destined for the falling and the 

rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed so that the inner thoughts of many will 

be revealed—and a sword will pierce your own soul too.” (Luke 2.34-35) 

… the inner thoughts of many will be revealed … the actual meaning of apocalypse is not the end of the 

world – but an unveiling – the revealing of something hidden. An apocalyptic vision is to see false, 

oppressive, and deadening things blown away and thrown down, so that we might have a true and honest 

vision of reality, and find a new way forward. 

History shows the rise and fall of many civilisations. Our first reading from Malachi dates from the period 

when the people of Judah returned from exile in Babylon and began to re-build from the ruins of the First 

Temple – a time of ascendency and hope, confident that “the sun of righteousness shall rise, with healing in 

its wings.” (Malachi 4.2a). We might think, yes well it will, but then eventually, as we know, all will be 

thrown down again. The great cathedrals and all they represent may well one day lie in ruins, or in a worse 

fate, be sold off as trendy apartment blocks. I really hope not – but while I don’t see Jesus asking us to 

literally dismantle our buildings – he does say that all our constructions of mind, habit and tradition should 

be questioned and if necessary deconstructed, so that the sun of justice and love and truth can continue to 

rise. 

Seeing familiar things thrown down can be difficult – the work of throwing things down ourselves and re-

imagining the world is even more difficult. But we are called to take a good hard and honest look at things – 

to bear witness to all that is wrong and all that is right in our world and in the household of our faith – and to 

put ourselves on the line – to be, in a sense or even literally, arrested and persecuted in  in the name of 

justice, love and truth. But amid the whirlwinds of history, Jesus tells his followers in every generation “not a 

hair of your head will perish. By your endurance you will gain your souls.” And so whatever, the future 

holds, we can walk bravely and confidently toward a new age. 

Let us finish with the collect for today by Stephen Shakespeare on your pew sheet: 

God, who is faithful when all the foundations crumble: 

in the time of crisis, 
as holy places fall and nations stumble, 

give us the conviction to bear witness to love, 
whatever the cost; 
through Jesus Christ, the Word and Wisdom of God. Amen                      
                                       
Prayers for an Inclusive Church, Stephen Shakespeare, 2008. 

  

 


